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lished by the eight hundred and eighteen (818) Act of the Parliament of the Repub-
lic of Ghana, named the National Peace Council Act, 2011. The National Peace Coun-
cil is mandated to develop and facilitate mechanisms for conflict prevention, man-
agement, resolution and to build sustainable peace in Ghana, as enshrined in the 
National Peace Council Act, 2011 (Act 818). 

INTRODUCTION 
From April to November 2019, the National Peace Council (NPC) held five different 
dialogues with the New Patriotic Party (NPP) and the National Democratic Con-
gress (NDC) on a roadmap to eradicate political vigilantism in Ghana. At these 
meetings, the NDC and NPP pledged to: 

 (1) disband vigilante groups operating for political purposes; 
 (2) prohibit the ownership, hiring, or utilisation of such groups by the political  
 parties or members thereof; and 
 (3) cooperate with state agencies and stakeholders in the total eradication of  
 such groups or incidents of vigilantism in the country. 

In order to consolidate previous interventions and gains, the NPC as part of its man-
date to harmonise, prevent, manage, resolve and to build sustainable peace in 
Ghana partnered with the United Nations Office for West Africa and Sahel 
(UNOWAS) and United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), Ghana, to orga-
nise two separate stakeholders’ dialogue ahead of the 7 December, 2020 election. 
The first stakeholders’ dialogue was held on 26 December, 2020 at Kumasi for the 
Southern Cluster which comprising (Ashanti, Bono, Bono East, Ahafo, Western, 
West North, Central, Eastern, and Greater Accra regions) and the second stakehold-
ers’ dialogue was held on 1 December, 2020 at Tamale for the Northern Cluster com-
prising (Northern, Upper East, Upper West, Savannah, North East, Volta, and Oti 
regions). 

The forum mobilised a cross-section of stakeholders to dialogue and build consen-
sus for peaceful and credible December 2020 election. Institutional representation 
for the dialogues were the Electoral Commission (EC), the Ghana Police Service 
(GPS), the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE), the Commission on 
Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ), the Judicial Service, the Govern-
ing Board members, Regional Executives and Staff of the National Peace Council, 
Political Parties, Traditional and Religious Organisations, Civil Society Organisations 
(CSOs), Ghana Journalists Association (GJA), Public and Private Media Houses, 
Women and Youth Groups, Academia, Trade Union Congress (TUC), Ghana Federa-
tion of Disability Organisation (GFD), Ghana Private Road Transport Union (GPRTU), 
Tertiary Education and Students’ Confederacy (TESCON), Tertiary Institution Net-
work (TEIN), and the Diplomatic Corps. 

This report focuses on the national stakeholders’ dialogue organised in Kumasi on 
26 November, 2020. The report is organised into three sections. Section one discuss-
es the background to the report, and contextual issues of electoral politics in Ghana. 
Section two deals with the opening ceremony of the dialogue and section three 
focuses on the panel, the dialogue, policy proposals, recommendations and conclu-
sion.

A BRIEF CONTEXT OF ELECTORAL POLITICS IN GHANA 
Ghana’s democratic process has stood the test of time since attainment of indepen-
dence from the colonial regime. Although the democratic political trajectory has 
seen intermittent military interjections, that of the Fourth Republic has been stable 
since its inauguration in 1992. The Fourth democratic regime has been resolute 
with seven (7) elections held and three (3) transfer of power from one political tradi-
tion to the other (2001, 2009, and 2017). The 7 December 2020 election marks the 
eighth election under the Fourth Republic. The seemingly unbroken process in the 
democratic trajectory is what has made Ghana tagged as ‘the beacon of democra-
cy’ and further touted as a bastion of democracy and peace in African.  

In spite of these enviable success, recurring violence characterise the electoral 
cycle.  Electoral violence is often instigated by political actors for their self-aggran-
dizement. Electoral violence is underpinned by political vigilantism. The phenome-
non of electoral violence which hitherto was confined to polling stations now dove-
tails into post–elections, transitions, and the period of governance. Election violence 
presents a threat to Ghana’s effort at consolidating its democracy. While the activi-
ties of political vigilantes promote the parochial interest of their political masters, 
their actions and inactions are counter-productive  and present a potential danger 
to Ghana’s democratic electoral gains.  

Even though pockets of violence occasioned by political vigilantism during election 
in Ghana may be comparatively less intense than many other countries in Africa, to 
ignore the incidents is also to ignore possible symptoms for potential explosion of 
violence latter.  The political vigilantes have become the source of riots and 
mayhem before, during and after general elections. This presents a daunting chal-
lenge to Ghana’s electoral process with far reaching consequence on peace, stabili-
ty, national cohesion and inclusive development. Ghana’s efforts to climb higher the 
ladder of democratic progress would be challenging if proactive measures are not 
taken to deal with the phenomenon of political vigilantism .

Several elections observers’ mission such as the European Union Elections Observ-
er Missions (EU-EOM), Africa Union Election Observation Mission (AUEOM), and the 
domestic election observation team such as the Coalition of Domestic Election 
Observers (CODEO) have consecutively described general elections in Ghana as 
free, fair and transparent. However, their observation reports have consistently out-
lined several challenges such as sporadic violence at some polling stations, unequal 
access to media, unaccountable financing during the campaign period, and abuse 
of state resources as factors that undermine Ghana’s credible election and demo-
cratic growth.  

In 2017, the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU) index that measures the state of 
democracy in one hundred and sixty-seven (167) countries graded Ghana fifty-two 
(52) and classified it as a flawed democracy . The rating was attributed to several 
conditions including underdeveloped political culture, low levels of citizens partici-
pation in politics and governance, and sporadic election violence. Political vigilantes 
take the laws of the country into their own hands, forcibly eject officials of previous 
government from their apartments and physically assaulted them; harass some 
Metropolitan, Municipality and District Chief Executives (MMDCEs) who are not 
appointed from their camp, as well as seize public properties and assets in the cus-
tody of public officials. These acts have exacerbated the zero-sum politics otherwise 
known as the “winner-takes-all” system of governance which fuels polarization and 
undermine the nation’s drive towards democratic maturity.

Literature on political vigilantism underscore the need to enhance the integrity of 
the electoral process by educating and sensitising party supporters, and the gener-
al public about the threats political vigilantism pose to peace and security of 
citizens, communities and political party mobilisation. This requires a 
reasoned-solution from all stakeholders particularly, the political parties to encour-
age the perpetrators to eschew all negative acts that create needless tensions, ran-
cour, acrimony, intemperate language and impunity which threaten election secu-
rity and credibility .

The threats to election security in Ghana are heightened by the proliferation of 
some 2.3 million small arms in circulation in Ghana according to a 2014 survey by 
the National Commission on Small Arms and Light Weapons (NCSALW), Kofi Annan 
Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC), with funding from the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and the Government of Japan. 

In spite of these threats to election security, Ghana continues to earn a reputation 
as a democratic role model in the comity of nations. In 2020, the Institute for Eco-
nomics and Peace (IEP) through Global Peace Index (GPI) ranked Ghana as the 
most peaceful country in West Africa, 3rd in Africa and 43rd in the world; with 
Botswana as the 1st and Mauritius as the 2nd. A record it held in 2019 in West Africa, 
however 4th in Africa and 44th in the world with Iceland as the most peaceful 
country globally since 2008 . 

The wave of democracy in many developing countries has accounted for a new rela-
tionship between the citizens and the state in which the former are not docile abid-
ers of laws and policies passed by the latter, but are active participants in shaping 
governance processes including policy proposals. Again, countries have adopted 
constitutions and laws that prescribe basic fundamental human rights and free-

doms to citizens and institutions. In other words, citizens’ engagements with the 
political class and public institutions have moved from narrowly registering and 
voting in elections to more substantive accountability actions such as participating 
and contributing to policy discourse, community meetings and discourse, uphold-
ing the rule of law, media pluralism and freedom, and civil society think-tanking. 

Securing sustainable peaceful and incident-free election is a collective civic duty. 
Such responsibility when executed justly by all and sundry will undeniably aug-
ment the initiatives by the National Peace Council and its partners aimed at conflict 
prevention, resolution, management and peace building in Ghana. It must be 
stressed that the tranquil nature of the conduct of elections in Ghana has been the 
result, in part, of activities the National Peace Council and its partners have carried 
out at the national and sub-national levels. 

The lingering threats to peace, security and 7 December, 2020 election and the 
potential to blemish the Ghana’s enviable peaceful credentials in the global order, 
engaged the attention of the National Peace Council as the national peace institu-
tion to undertake series of community advocacies and campaigns including a 
national stakeholders dialogue in approximately 120 district and constituencies 
across Ghana ahead of the election. The engagements by National Peace Council 
were carried out to douse the potential tensions and threats that could undermine 
the peaceful conduct of the 7 December 2020 general election. 

THE OPENING CEREMONY
The opening ceremony began with a prayer which subsequently paved the way for 
statements from various speakers.

Statement by Speakers
The statements made by the various speakers are summarised below:

Rt Rev Christopher Nyarko Andam
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Observers (CODEO) have consecutively described general elections in Ghana as 
free, fair and transparent. However, their observation reports have consistently out-
lined several challenges such as sporadic violence at some polling stations, unequal 
access to media, unaccountable financing during the campaign period, and abuse 
of state resources as factors that undermine Ghana’s credible election and demo-
cratic growth.  

In 2017, the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU) index that measures the state of 
democracy in one hundred and sixty-seven (167) countries graded Ghana fifty-two 
(52) and classified it as a flawed democracy . The rating was attributed to several 
conditions including underdeveloped political culture, low levels of citizens partici-
pation in politics and governance, and sporadic election violence. Political vigilantes 
take the laws of the country into their own hands, forcibly eject officials of previous 
government from their apartments and physically assaulted them; harass some 
Metropolitan, Municipality and District Chief Executives (MMDCEs) who are not 
appointed from their camp, as well as seize public properties and assets in the cus-
tody of public officials. These acts have exacerbated the zero-sum politics otherwise 
known as the “winner-takes-all” system of governance which fuels polarization and 
undermine the nation’s drive towards democratic maturity.

Literature on political vigilantism underscore the need to enhance the integrity of 
the electoral process by educating and sensitising party supporters, and the gener-
al public about the threats political vigilantism pose to peace and security of 
citizens, communities and political party mobilisation. This requires a 
reasoned-solution from all stakeholders particularly, the political parties to encour-
age the perpetrators to eschew all negative acts that create needless tensions, ran-
cour, acrimony, intemperate language and impunity which threaten election secu-
rity and credibility .

The threats to election security in Ghana are heightened by the proliferation of 
some 2.3 million small arms in circulation in Ghana according to a 2014 survey by 
the National Commission on Small Arms and Light Weapons (NCSALW), Kofi Annan 
Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC), with funding from the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and the Government of Japan. 

In spite of these threats to election security, Ghana continues to earn a reputation 
as a democratic role model in the comity of nations. In 2020, the Institute for Eco-
nomics and Peace (IEP) through Global Peace Index (GPI) ranked Ghana as the 
most peaceful country in West Africa, 3rd in Africa and 43rd in the world; with 
Botswana as the 1st and Mauritius as the 2nd. A record it held in 2019 in West Africa, 
however 4th in Africa and 44th in the world with Iceland as the most peaceful 
country globally since 2008 . 

The wave of democracy in many developing countries has accounted for a new rela-
tionship between the citizens and the state in which the former are not docile abid-
ers of laws and policies passed by the latter, but are active participants in shaping 
governance processes including policy proposals. Again, countries have adopted 
constitutions and laws that prescribe basic fundamental human rights and free-

doms to citizens and institutions. In other words, citizens’ engagements with the 
political class and public institutions have moved from narrowly registering and 
voting in elections to more substantive accountability actions such as participating 
and contributing to policy discourse, community meetings and discourse, uphold-
ing the rule of law, media pluralism and freedom, and civil society think-tanking. 

Securing sustainable peaceful and incident-free election is a collective civic duty. 
Such responsibility when executed justly by all and sundry will undeniably aug-
ment the initiatives by the National Peace Council and its partners aimed at conflict 
prevention, resolution, management and peace building in Ghana. It must be 
stressed that the tranquil nature of the conduct of elections in Ghana has been the 
result, in part, of activities the National Peace Council and its partners have carried 
out at the national and sub-national levels. 

The lingering threats to peace, security and 7 December, 2020 election and the 
potential to blemish the Ghana’s enviable peaceful credentials in the global order, 
engaged the attention of the National Peace Council as the national peace institu-
tion to undertake series of community advocacies and campaigns including a 
national stakeholders dialogue in approximately 120 district and constituencies 
across Ghana ahead of the election. The engagements by National Peace Council 
were carried out to douse the potential tensions and threats that could undermine 
the peaceful conduct of the 7 December 2020 general election. 

ACRONYMS

THE OPENING CEREMONY
The opening ceremony began with a prayer which subsequently paved the way for 
statements from various speakers.

Statement by Speakers
The statements made by the various speakers are summarised below:

Rt Rev Christopher Nyarko Andam
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meetings, the NDC and NPP pledged to: 

 (1) disband vigilante groups operating for political purposes; 
 (2) prohibit the ownership, hiring, or utilisation of such groups by the political  
 parties or members thereof; and 
 (3) cooperate with state agencies and stakeholders in the total eradication of  
 such groups or incidents of vigilantism in the country. 
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meetings, the NDC and NPP pledged to: 

 (1) disband vigilante groups operating for political purposes; 
 (2) prohibit the ownership, hiring, or utilisation of such groups by the political  
 parties or members thereof; and 
 (3) cooperate with state agencies and stakeholders in the total eradication of  
 such groups or incidents of vigilantism in the country. 

In order to consolidate previous interventions and gains, the NPC as part of its man-
date to harmonise, prevent, manage, resolve and to build sustainable peace in 
Ghana partnered with the United Nations Office for West Africa and Sahel 
(UNOWAS) and United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), Ghana, to orga-
nise two separate stakeholders’ dialogue ahead of the 7 December, 2020 election. 
The first stakeholders’ dialogue was held on 26 December, 2020 at Kumasi for the 
Southern Cluster which comprising (Ashanti, Bono, Bono East, Ahafo, Western, 
West North, Central, Eastern, and Greater Accra regions) and the second stakehold-
ers’ dialogue was held on 1 December, 2020 at Tamale for the Northern Cluster com-
prising (Northern, Upper East, Upper West, Savannah, North East, Volta, and Oti 
regions). 

The forum mobilised a cross-section of stakeholders to dialogue and build consen-
sus for peaceful and credible December 2020 election. Institutional representation 
for the dialogues were the Electoral Commission (EC), the Ghana Police Service 
(GPS), the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE), the Commission on 
Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ), the Judicial Service, the Govern-
ing Board members, Regional Executives and Staff of the National Peace Council, 
Political Parties, Traditional and Religious Organisations, Civil Society Organisations 
(CSOs), Ghana Journalists Association (GJA), Public and Private Media Houses, 
Women and Youth Groups, Academia, Trade Union Congress (TUC), Ghana Federa-
tion of Disability Organisation (GFD), Ghana Private Road Transport Union (GPRTU), 
Tertiary Education and Students’ Confederacy (TESCON), Tertiary Institution Net-
work (TEIN), and the Diplomatic Corps. 

This report focuses on the national stakeholders’ dialogue organised in Kumasi on 
26 November, 2020. The report is organised into three sections. Section one discuss-
es the background to the report, and contextual issues of electoral politics in Ghana. 
Section two deals with the opening ceremony of the dialogue and section three 
focuses on the panel, the dialogue, policy proposals, recommendations and conclu-
sion.

A BRIEF CONTEXT OF ELECTORAL POLITICS IN GHANA 
Ghana’s democratic process has stood the test of time since attainment of indepen-
dence from the colonial regime. Although the democratic political trajectory has 
seen intermittent military interjections, that of the Fourth Republic has been stable 
since its inauguration in 1992. The Fourth democratic regime has been resolute 
with seven (7) elections held and three (3) transfer of power from one political tradi-
tion to the other (2001, 2009, and 2017). The 7 December 2020 election marks the 
eighth election under the Fourth Republic. The seemingly unbroken process in the 
democratic trajectory is what has made Ghana tagged as ‘the beacon of democra-
cy’ and further touted as a bastion of democracy and peace in African.  

In spite of these enviable success, recurring violence characterise the electoral 
cycle.  Electoral violence is often instigated by political actors for their self-aggran-
dizement. Electoral violence is underpinned by political vigilantism. The phenome-
non of electoral violence which hitherto was confined to polling stations now dove-
tails into post–elections, transitions, and the period of governance. Election violence 
presents a threat to Ghana’s effort at consolidating its democracy. While the activi-
ties of political vigilantes promote the parochial interest of their political masters, 
their actions and inactions are counter-productive  and present a potential danger 
to Ghana’s democratic electoral gains.  

Even though pockets of violence occasioned by political vigilantism during election 
in Ghana may be comparatively less intense than many other countries in Africa, to 
ignore the incidents is also to ignore possible symptoms for potential explosion of 
violence latter.  The political vigilantes have become the source of riots and 
mayhem before, during and after general elections. This presents a daunting chal-
lenge to Ghana’s electoral process with far reaching consequence on peace, stabili-
ty, national cohesion and inclusive development. Ghana’s efforts to climb higher the 
ladder of democratic progress would be challenging if proactive measures are not 
taken to deal with the phenomenon of political vigilantism .

Several elections observers’ mission such as the European Union Elections Observ-
er Missions (EU-EOM), Africa Union Election Observation Mission (AUEOM), and the 
domestic election observation team such as the Coalition of Domestic Election 
Observers (CODEO) have consecutively described general elections in Ghana as 
free, fair and transparent. However, their observation reports have consistently out-
lined several challenges such as sporadic violence at some polling stations, unequal 
access to media, unaccountable financing during the campaign period, and abuse 
of state resources as factors that undermine Ghana’s credible election and demo-
cratic growth.  

1   Amankwaa 2013
2  Bob–Millar, 2014
3  Impraim, 2020; Tankebe, 2009; Rosenbaum and Sederberg, 1974.
4 Gyampo et al 2017

In 2017, the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU) index that measures the state of 
democracy in one hundred and sixty-seven (167) countries graded Ghana fifty-two 
(52) and classified it as a flawed democracy . The rating was attributed to several 
conditions including underdeveloped political culture, low levels of citizens partici-
pation in politics and governance, and sporadic election violence. Political vigilantes 
take the laws of the country into their own hands, forcibly eject officials of previous 
government from their apartments and physically assaulted them; harass some 
Metropolitan, Municipality and District Chief Executives (MMDCEs) who are not 
appointed from their camp, as well as seize public properties and assets in the cus-
tody of public officials. These acts have exacerbated the zero-sum politics otherwise 
known as the “winner-takes-all” system of governance which fuels polarization and 
undermine the nation’s drive towards democratic maturity.

Literature on political vigilantism underscore the need to enhance the integrity of 
the electoral process by educating and sensitising party supporters, and the gener-
al public about the threats political vigilantism pose to peace and security of 
citizens, communities and political party mobilisation. This requires a 
reasoned-solution from all stakeholders particularly, the political parties to encour-
age the perpetrators to eschew all negative acts that create needless tensions, ran-
cour, acrimony, intemperate language and impunity which threaten election secu-
rity and credibility .

The threats to election security in Ghana are heightened by the proliferation of 
some 2.3 million small arms in circulation in Ghana according to a 2014 survey by 
the National Commission on Small Arms and Light Weapons (NCSALW), Kofi Annan 
Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC), with funding from the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and the Government of Japan. 

In spite of these threats to election security, Ghana continues to earn a reputation 
as a democratic role model in the comity of nations. In 2020, the Institute for Eco-
nomics and Peace (IEP) through Global Peace Index (GPI) ranked Ghana as the 
most peaceful country in West Africa, 3rd in Africa and 43rd in the world; with 
Botswana as the 1st and Mauritius as the 2nd. A record it held in 2019 in West Africa, 
however 4th in Africa and 44th in the world with Iceland as the most peaceful 
country globally since 2008 . 

The wave of democracy in many developing countries has accounted for a new rela-
tionship between the citizens and the state in which the former are not docile abid-
ers of laws and policies passed by the latter, but are active participants in shaping 
governance processes including policy proposals. Again, countries have adopted 
constitutions and laws that prescribe basic fundamental human rights and free-

doms to citizens and institutions. In other words, citizens’ engagements with the 
political class and public institutions have moved from narrowly registering and 
voting in elections to more substantive accountability actions such as participating 
and contributing to policy discourse, community meetings and discourse, uphold-
ing the rule of law, media pluralism and freedom, and civil society think-tanking. 

Securing sustainable peaceful and incident-free election is a collective civic duty. 
Such responsibility when executed justly by all and sundry will undeniably aug-
ment the initiatives by the National Peace Council and its partners aimed at conflict 
prevention, resolution, management and peace building in Ghana. It must be 
stressed that the tranquil nature of the conduct of elections in Ghana has been the 
result, in part, of activities the National Peace Council and its partners have carried 
out at the national and sub-national levels. 

The lingering threats to peace, security and 7 December, 2020 election and the 
potential to blemish the Ghana’s enviable peaceful credentials in the global order, 
engaged the attention of the National Peace Council as the national peace institu-
tion to undertake series of community advocacies and campaigns including a 
national stakeholders dialogue in approximately 120 district and constituencies 
across Ghana ahead of the election. The engagements by National Peace Council 
were carried out to douse the potential tensions and threats that could undermine 
the peaceful conduct of the 7 December 2020 general election. 

THE OPENING CEREMONY
The opening ceremony began with a prayer which subsequently paved the way for 
statements from various speakers.

Statement by Speakers
The statements made by the various speakers are summarised below:

Rt Rev Christopher Nyarko Andam
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tionship between the citizens and the state in which the former are not docile abid-
ers of laws and policies passed by the latter, but are active participants in shaping 
governance processes including policy proposals. Again, countries have adopted 
constitutions and laws that prescribe basic fundamental human rights and free-

doms to citizens and institutions. In other words, citizens’ engagements with the 
political class and public institutions have moved from narrowly registering and 
voting in elections to more substantive accountability actions such as participating 
and contributing to policy discourse, community meetings and discourse, uphold-
ing the rule of law, media pluralism and freedom, and civil society think-tanking. 

Securing sustainable peaceful and incident-free election is a collective civic duty. 
Such responsibility when executed justly by all and sundry will undeniably aug-
ment the initiatives by the National Peace Council and its partners aimed at conflict 
prevention, resolution, management and peace building in Ghana. It must be 
stressed that the tranquil nature of the conduct of elections in Ghana has been the 
result, in part, of activities the National Peace Council and its partners have carried 
out at the national and sub-national levels. 

The lingering threats to peace, security and 7 December, 2020 election and the 
potential to blemish the Ghana’s enviable peaceful credentials in the global order, 
engaged the attention of the National Peace Council as the national peace institu-
tion to undertake series of community advocacies and campaigns including a 
national stakeholders dialogue in approximately 120 district and constituencies 
across Ghana ahead of the election. The engagements by National Peace Council 
were carried out to douse the potential tensions and threats that could undermine 
the peaceful conduct of the 7 December 2020 general election. 

8    Alidu, 2020, Adzimah-Alade & Akotia, 2020.
9    Aning & Albrecht, 2020.
10  The Institute for Economics and Peace (IEP) through Global Peace Index (GPI)

THE OPENING CEREMONY
The opening ceremony began with a prayer which subsequently paved the way for 
statements from various speakers.

Statement by Speakers
The statements made by the various speakers are summarised below:

Rt Rev Christopher Nyarko Andam
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ABOUT THE NATIONAL PEACE COUNCIL
The National Peace Council is an independent national peace institution estab-
lished by the eight hundred and eighteen (818) Act of the Parliament of the Repub-
lic of Ghana, named the National Peace Council Act, 2011. The National Peace Coun-
cil is mandated to develop and facilitate mechanisms for conflict prevention, man-
agement, resolution and to build sustainable peace in Ghana, as enshrined in the 
National Peace Council Act, 2011 (Act 818). 

INTRODUCTION 
From April to November 2019, the National Peace Council (NPC) held five different 
dialogues with the New Patriotic Party (NPP) and the National Democratic Con-
gress (NDC) on a roadmap to eradicate political vigilantism in Ghana. At these 
meetings, the NDC and NPP pledged to: 

 (1) disband vigilante groups operating for political purposes; 
 (2) prohibit the ownership, hiring, or utilisation of such groups by the political  
 parties or members thereof; and 
 (3) cooperate with state agencies and stakeholders in the total eradication of  
 such groups or incidents of vigilantism in the country. 

In order to consolidate previous interventions and gains, the NPC as part of its man-
date to harmonise, prevent, manage, resolve and to build sustainable peace in 
Ghana partnered with the United Nations Office for West Africa and Sahel 
(UNOWAS) and United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), Ghana, to orga-
nise two separate stakeholders’ dialogue ahead of the 7 December, 2020 election. 
The first stakeholders’ dialogue was held on 26 December, 2020 at Kumasi for the 
Southern Cluster which comprising (Ashanti, Bono, Bono East, Ahafo, Western, 
West North, Central, Eastern, and Greater Accra regions) and the second stakehold-
ers’ dialogue was held on 1 December, 2020 at Tamale for the Northern Cluster com-
prising (Northern, Upper East, Upper West, Savannah, North East, Volta, and Oti 
regions). 

The forum mobilised a cross-section of stakeholders to dialogue and build consen-
sus for peaceful and credible December 2020 election. Institutional representation 
for the dialogues were the Electoral Commission (EC), the Ghana Police Service 
(GPS), the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE), the Commission on 
Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ), the Judicial Service, the Govern-
ing Board members, Regional Executives and Staff of the National Peace Council, 
Political Parties, Traditional and Religious Organisations, Civil Society Organisations 
(CSOs), Ghana Journalists Association (GJA), Public and Private Media Houses, 
Women and Youth Groups, Academia, Trade Union Congress (TUC), Ghana Federa-
tion of Disability Organisation (GFD), Ghana Private Road Transport Union (GPRTU), 
Tertiary Education and Students’ Confederacy (TESCON), Tertiary Institution Net-
work (TEIN), and the Diplomatic Corps. 

This report focuses on the national stakeholders’ dialogue organised in Kumasi on 
26 November, 2020. The report is organised into three sections. Section one discuss-
es the background to the report, and contextual issues of electoral politics in Ghana. 
Section two deals with the opening ceremony of the dialogue and section three 
focuses on the panel, the dialogue, policy proposals, recommendations and conclu-
sion.

A BRIEF CONTEXT OF ELECTORAL POLITICS IN GHANA 
Ghana’s democratic process has stood the test of time since attainment of indepen-
dence from the colonial regime. Although the democratic political trajectory has 
seen intermittent military interjections, that of the Fourth Republic has been stable 
since its inauguration in 1992. The Fourth democratic regime has been resolute 
with seven (7) elections held and three (3) transfer of power from one political tradi-
tion to the other (2001, 2009, and 2017). The 7 December 2020 election marks the 
eighth election under the Fourth Republic. The seemingly unbroken process in the 
democratic trajectory is what has made Ghana tagged as ‘the beacon of democra-
cy’ and further touted as a bastion of democracy and peace in African.  

In spite of these enviable success, recurring violence characterise the electoral 
cycle.  Electoral violence is often instigated by political actors for their self-aggran-
dizement. Electoral violence is underpinned by political vigilantism. The phenome-
non of electoral violence which hitherto was confined to polling stations now dove-
tails into post–elections, transitions, and the period of governance. Election violence 
presents a threat to Ghana’s effort at consolidating its democracy. While the activi-
ties of political vigilantes promote the parochial interest of their political masters, 
their actions and inactions are counter-productive  and present a potential danger 
to Ghana’s democratic electoral gains.  

Even though pockets of violence occasioned by political vigilantism during election 
in Ghana may be comparatively less intense than many other countries in Africa, to 
ignore the incidents is also to ignore possible symptoms for potential explosion of 
violence latter.  The political vigilantes have become the source of riots and 
mayhem before, during and after general elections. This presents a daunting chal-
lenge to Ghana’s electoral process with far reaching consequence on peace, stabili-
ty, national cohesion and inclusive development. Ghana’s efforts to climb higher the 
ladder of democratic progress would be challenging if proactive measures are not 
taken to deal with the phenomenon of political vigilantism .

Several elections observers’ mission such as the European Union Elections Observ-
er Missions (EU-EOM), Africa Union Election Observation Mission (AUEOM), and the 
domestic election observation team such as the Coalition of Domestic Election 
Observers (CODEO) have consecutively described general elections in Ghana as 
free, fair and transparent. However, their observation reports have consistently out-
lined several challenges such as sporadic violence at some polling stations, unequal 
access to media, unaccountable financing during the campaign period, and abuse 
of state resources as factors that undermine Ghana’s credible election and demo-
cratic growth.  

In 2017, the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU) index that measures the state of 
democracy in one hundred and sixty-seven (167) countries graded Ghana fifty-two 
(52) and classified it as a flawed democracy . The rating was attributed to several 
conditions including underdeveloped political culture, low levels of citizens partici-
pation in politics and governance, and sporadic election violence. Political vigilantes 
take the laws of the country into their own hands, forcibly eject officials of previous 
government from their apartments and physically assaulted them; harass some 
Metropolitan, Municipality and District Chief Executives (MMDCEs) who are not 
appointed from their camp, as well as seize public properties and assets in the cus-
tody of public officials. These acts have exacerbated the zero-sum politics otherwise 
known as the “winner-takes-all” system of governance which fuels polarization and 
undermine the nation’s drive towards democratic maturity.

Literature on political vigilantism underscore the need to enhance the integrity of 
the electoral process by educating and sensitising party supporters, and the gener-
al public about the threats political vigilantism pose to peace and security of 
citizens, communities and political party mobilisation. This requires a 
reasoned-solution from all stakeholders particularly, the political parties to encour-
age the perpetrators to eschew all negative acts that create needless tensions, ran-
cour, acrimony, intemperate language and impunity which threaten election secu-
rity and credibility .

The threats to election security in Ghana are heightened by the proliferation of 
some 2.3 million small arms in circulation in Ghana according to a 2014 survey by 
the National Commission on Small Arms and Light Weapons (NCSALW), Kofi Annan 
Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC), with funding from the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and the Government of Japan. 

In spite of these threats to election security, Ghana continues to earn a reputation 
as a democratic role model in the comity of nations. In 2020, the Institute for Eco-
nomics and Peace (IEP) through Global Peace Index (GPI) ranked Ghana as the 
most peaceful country in West Africa, 3rd in Africa and 43rd in the world; with 
Botswana as the 1st and Mauritius as the 2nd. A record it held in 2019 in West Africa, 
however 4th in Africa and 44th in the world with Iceland as the most peaceful 
country globally since 2008 . 

The wave of democracy in many developing countries has accounted for a new rela-
tionship between the citizens and the state in which the former are not docile abid-
ers of laws and policies passed by the latter, but are active participants in shaping 
governance processes including policy proposals. Again, countries have adopted 
constitutions and laws that prescribe basic fundamental human rights and free-

doms to citizens and institutions. In other words, citizens’ engagements with the 
political class and public institutions have moved from narrowly registering and 
voting in elections to more substantive accountability actions such as participating 
and contributing to policy discourse, community meetings and discourse, uphold-
ing the rule of law, media pluralism and freedom, and civil society think-tanking. 

Securing sustainable peaceful and incident-free election is a collective civic duty. 
Such responsibility when executed justly by all and sundry will undeniably aug-
ment the initiatives by the National Peace Council and its partners aimed at conflict 
prevention, resolution, management and peace building in Ghana. It must be 
stressed that the tranquil nature of the conduct of elections in Ghana has been the 
result, in part, of activities the National Peace Council and its partners have carried 
out at the national and sub-national levels. 

The lingering threats to peace, security and 7 December, 2020 election and the 
potential to blemish the Ghana’s enviable peaceful credentials in the global order, 
engaged the attention of the National Peace Council as the national peace institu-
tion to undertake series of community advocacies and campaigns including a 
national stakeholders dialogue in approximately 120 district and constituencies 
across Ghana ahead of the election. The engagements by National Peace Council 
were carried out to douse the potential tensions and threats that could undermine 
the peaceful conduct of the 7 December 2020 general election. 

THE OPENING CEREMONY
The opening ceremony began with a prayer which subsequently paved the way for 
statements from various speakers.

Statement by Speakers
The statements made by the various speakers are summarised below:

Rt Rev Christopher Nyarko Andam
Chairman of the Ashanti Regional 
Peace Council 
Rt Rev Christopher Nyarko 
Andam, Bishop of the Methodist 
Dioceses, Kumasi, and Chairman 
of the Ashanti Regional Peace 
Council outlined the mandate of 
the National Peace Council as 
established by Act 818 in 2011. He 
further alluded to the successes 
chalked over the years by the 
National Peace Council through 
contributing to peaceful conduct 
of elections in Ghana. 

The Regional Chairman noted that the essence of the dialogue was to contribute to 
ensuring peaceful and credible 2020 election by promoting a national platform for 
consensus building among major stakeholders in Ghana. It is the determination of 
the NPC and its partners to ensure peaceful election in 2020 that such event is 
organised to deepen the process of dialogue in finding a sustainable solution to any 
outstanding issues ahead of the election, he remarked. Rt Rev Christopher Nyarko 
Andam ended his statement by expressing his gratitude to UNOWAS and UNDP for 
their support towards the National Peace Council including the organisation of the 
peace dialogue in the region.
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lished by the eight hundred and eighteen (818) Act of the Parliament of the Repub-
lic of Ghana, named the National Peace Council Act, 2011. The National Peace Coun-
cil is mandated to develop and facilitate mechanisms for conflict prevention, man-
agement, resolution and to build sustainable peace in Ghana, as enshrined in the 
National Peace Council Act, 2011 (Act 818). 

INTRODUCTION 
From April to November 2019, the National Peace Council (NPC) held five different 
dialogues with the New Patriotic Party (NPP) and the National Democratic Con-
gress (NDC) on a roadmap to eradicate political vigilantism in Ghana. At these 
meetings, the NDC and NPP pledged to: 

 (1) disband vigilante groups operating for political purposes; 
 (2) prohibit the ownership, hiring, or utilisation of such groups by the political  
 parties or members thereof; and 
 (3) cooperate with state agencies and stakeholders in the total eradication of  
 such groups or incidents of vigilantism in the country. 

In order to consolidate previous interventions and gains, the NPC as part of its man-
date to harmonise, prevent, manage, resolve and to build sustainable peace in 
Ghana partnered with the United Nations Office for West Africa and Sahel 
(UNOWAS) and United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), Ghana, to orga-
nise two separate stakeholders’ dialogue ahead of the 7 December, 2020 election. 
The first stakeholders’ dialogue was held on 26 December, 2020 at Kumasi for the 
Southern Cluster which comprising (Ashanti, Bono, Bono East, Ahafo, Western, 
West North, Central, Eastern, and Greater Accra regions) and the second stakehold-
ers’ dialogue was held on 1 December, 2020 at Tamale for the Northern Cluster com-
prising (Northern, Upper East, Upper West, Savannah, North East, Volta, and Oti 
regions). 

The forum mobilised a cross-section of stakeholders to dialogue and build consen-
sus for peaceful and credible December 2020 election. Institutional representation 
for the dialogues were the Electoral Commission (EC), the Ghana Police Service 
(GPS), the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE), the Commission on 
Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ), the Judicial Service, the Govern-
ing Board members, Regional Executives and Staff of the National Peace Council, 
Political Parties, Traditional and Religious Organisations, Civil Society Organisations 
(CSOs), Ghana Journalists Association (GJA), Public and Private Media Houses, 
Women and Youth Groups, Academia, Trade Union Congress (TUC), Ghana Federa-
tion of Disability Organisation (GFD), Ghana Private Road Transport Union (GPRTU), 
Tertiary Education and Students’ Confederacy (TESCON), Tertiary Institution Net-
work (TEIN), and the Diplomatic Corps. 

This report focuses on the national stakeholders’ dialogue organised in Kumasi on 
26 November, 2020. The report is organised into three sections. Section one discuss-
es the background to the report, and contextual issues of electoral politics in Ghana. 
Section two deals with the opening ceremony of the dialogue and section three 
focuses on the panel, the dialogue, policy proposals, recommendations and conclu-
sion.

A BRIEF CONTEXT OF ELECTORAL POLITICS IN GHANA 
Ghana’s democratic process has stood the test of time since attainment of indepen-
dence from the colonial regime. Although the democratic political trajectory has 
seen intermittent military interjections, that of the Fourth Republic has been stable 
since its inauguration in 1992. The Fourth democratic regime has been resolute 
with seven (7) elections held and three (3) transfer of power from one political tradi-
tion to the other (2001, 2009, and 2017). The 7 December 2020 election marks the 
eighth election under the Fourth Republic. The seemingly unbroken process in the 
democratic trajectory is what has made Ghana tagged as ‘the beacon of democra-
cy’ and further touted as a bastion of democracy and peace in African.  

In spite of these enviable success, recurring violence characterise the electoral 
cycle.  Electoral violence is often instigated by political actors for their self-aggran-
dizement. Electoral violence is underpinned by political vigilantism. The phenome-
non of electoral violence which hitherto was confined to polling stations now dove-
tails into post–elections, transitions, and the period of governance. Election violence 
presents a threat to Ghana’s effort at consolidating its democracy. While the activi-
ties of political vigilantes promote the parochial interest of their political masters, 
their actions and inactions are counter-productive  and present a potential danger 
to Ghana’s democratic electoral gains.  

Even though pockets of violence occasioned by political vigilantism during election 
in Ghana may be comparatively less intense than many other countries in Africa, to 
ignore the incidents is also to ignore possible symptoms for potential explosion of 
violence latter.  The political vigilantes have become the source of riots and 
mayhem before, during and after general elections. This presents a daunting chal-
lenge to Ghana’s electoral process with far reaching consequence on peace, stabili-
ty, national cohesion and inclusive development. Ghana’s efforts to climb higher the 
ladder of democratic progress would be challenging if proactive measures are not 
taken to deal with the phenomenon of political vigilantism .

Several elections observers’ mission such as the European Union Elections Observ-
er Missions (EU-EOM), Africa Union Election Observation Mission (AUEOM), and the 
domestic election observation team such as the Coalition of Domestic Election 
Observers (CODEO) have consecutively described general elections in Ghana as 
free, fair and transparent. However, their observation reports have consistently out-
lined several challenges such as sporadic violence at some polling stations, unequal 
access to media, unaccountable financing during the campaign period, and abuse 
of state resources as factors that undermine Ghana’s credible election and demo-
cratic growth.  

In 2017, the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU) index that measures the state of 
democracy in one hundred and sixty-seven (167) countries graded Ghana fifty-two 
(52) and classified it as a flawed democracy . The rating was attributed to several 
conditions including underdeveloped political culture, low levels of citizens partici-
pation in politics and governance, and sporadic election violence. Political vigilantes 
take the laws of the country into their own hands, forcibly eject officials of previous 
government from their apartments and physically assaulted them; harass some 
Metropolitan, Municipality and District Chief Executives (MMDCEs) who are not 
appointed from their camp, as well as seize public properties and assets in the cus-
tody of public officials. These acts have exacerbated the zero-sum politics otherwise 
known as the “winner-takes-all” system of governance which fuels polarization and 
undermine the nation’s drive towards democratic maturity.

Literature on political vigilantism underscore the need to enhance the integrity of 
the electoral process by educating and sensitising party supporters, and the gener-
al public about the threats political vigilantism pose to peace and security of 
citizens, communities and political party mobilisation. This requires a 
reasoned-solution from all stakeholders particularly, the political parties to encour-
age the perpetrators to eschew all negative acts that create needless tensions, ran-
cour, acrimony, intemperate language and impunity which threaten election secu-
rity and credibility .

The threats to election security in Ghana are heightened by the proliferation of 
some 2.3 million small arms in circulation in Ghana according to a 2014 survey by 
the National Commission on Small Arms and Light Weapons (NCSALW), Kofi Annan 
Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC), with funding from the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and the Government of Japan. 

In spite of these threats to election security, Ghana continues to earn a reputation 
as a democratic role model in the comity of nations. In 2020, the Institute for Eco-
nomics and Peace (IEP) through Global Peace Index (GPI) ranked Ghana as the 
most peaceful country in West Africa, 3rd in Africa and 43rd in the world; with 
Botswana as the 1st and Mauritius as the 2nd. A record it held in 2019 in West Africa, 
however 4th in Africa and 44th in the world with Iceland as the most peaceful 
country globally since 2008 . 

The wave of democracy in many developing countries has accounted for a new rela-
tionship between the citizens and the state in which the former are not docile abid-
ers of laws and policies passed by the latter, but are active participants in shaping 
governance processes including policy proposals. Again, countries have adopted 
constitutions and laws that prescribe basic fundamental human rights and free-

doms to citizens and institutions. In other words, citizens’ engagements with the 
political class and public institutions have moved from narrowly registering and 
voting in elections to more substantive accountability actions such as participating 
and contributing to policy discourse, community meetings and discourse, uphold-
ing the rule of law, media pluralism and freedom, and civil society think-tanking. 

Securing sustainable peaceful and incident-free election is a collective civic duty. 
Such responsibility when executed justly by all and sundry will undeniably aug-
ment the initiatives by the National Peace Council and its partners aimed at conflict 
prevention, resolution, management and peace building in Ghana. It must be 
stressed that the tranquil nature of the conduct of elections in Ghana has been the 
result, in part, of activities the National Peace Council and its partners have carried 
out at the national and sub-national levels. 

The lingering threats to peace, security and 7 December, 2020 election and the 
potential to blemish the Ghana’s enviable peaceful credentials in the global order, 
engaged the attention of the National Peace Council as the national peace institu-
tion to undertake series of community advocacies and campaigns including a 
national stakeholders dialogue in approximately 120 district and constituencies 
across Ghana ahead of the election. The engagements by National Peace Council 
were carried out to douse the potential tensions and threats that could undermine 
the peaceful conduct of the 7 December 2020 general election. 

THE OPENING CEREMONY
The opening ceremony began with a prayer which subsequently paved the way for 
statements from various speakers.

Statement by Speakers
The statements made by the various speakers are summarised below:

Rt Rev Christopher Nyarko Andam

The Hon. Minister Simon 
Osei-Mensah welcomed all stake-
holders to Kumasi, the capital of 
Ashanti region and importantly to 
the forum to discuss a very 
important national issue. He com-
mended the National Peace 
Council and its partners for organ-
ising the stakeholder’s dialogue. 
The minister reiterated that even 
though Ghana has been lauded 
for its success in democratic 
growth, its electoral processes has 
been characterised by isolated cases of violence orchestrated by self-seeking politi-
cal actors which is inimical to election security, national cohesion, and public safety. 

The Hon. Minister expressed the view that election is a context of ideas and not that 
of physical violence; therefore, every citizen must make a conscious effort to playing 
his or her civic duties towards the electoral process and allow the requisite institu-
tions and structures to perform their constitutional mandate to achieve a free, fair 
and peaceful elections in December 2020. He reiterated the role of entities such as 
the EC, NCCE, Judiciary, Media, Political Parties and CSOs to contributing to peace-
ful election in Ghana. He particularly tasked the media to avoid sensationalism, 
reminding them of some principles regarding election security. For example, the 
media should avoid calling the election results of which party has won, and being 
used as facilitators of chaos and violence. The media play the roles “as the eyes and 
ears of and for the people. Peace is priceless and fragile, let’s handle it with care and 
safeguard the peace of Ghana”, he concluded.

Hon. Simon Osei–Mensah, Ashanti Regional Minister

The United Nations resident coor-
dinator in Ghana, Mr. Charles 
Abani, emphasised on the need to 
revitalise the global partnership 
for sustainable development 
(UN-SDG Goal 17). The essence 
according to Mr. Abani is to ensure 
that no citizen is left behind in the 
electoral processes. The consoli-
dation of Ghana’s democracy 
according to him is because it has 
built its institutions of democracy 

over the years culminating into maintaining, and conducting peaceful, transparent, 
and inclusive elections. These attributes are important to consolidating the gains 
made previous elections in Ghana. Peace, he, asserted does not come naturally, 
rather it must be built through working harder towards achieving it. Therefore, to 
sustain this enviable peace in the country, the United Nations pledges to support 
Ghana through the conduct of credible elections.

He cited examples of post-election violence and conflicts in the West Africa sub-re-
gion which should send a signal to Ghana to live above reproach. Elections are very 
important, but competitive, hence the appeal to ensure that, political parties con-
centrate on factors that will ensure that the process of sportsmanship are inclusive. 
Concluding his submission, he reminded Ghanaians to continue to observe the 
COVID-19 protocols as they go to the polls.

Mr. Charles Abani, United Nations Resident Coordinator, Ghana
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ABOUT THE NATIONAL PEACE COUNCIL
The National Peace Council is an independent national peace institution estab-
lished by the eight hundred and eighteen (818) Act of the Parliament of the Repub-
lic of Ghana, named the National Peace Council Act, 2011. The National Peace Coun-
cil is mandated to develop and facilitate mechanisms for conflict prevention, man-
agement, resolution and to build sustainable peace in Ghana, as enshrined in the 
National Peace Council Act, 2011 (Act 818). 

INTRODUCTION 
From April to November 2019, the National Peace Council (NPC) held five different 
dialogues with the New Patriotic Party (NPP) and the National Democratic Con-
gress (NDC) on a roadmap to eradicate political vigilantism in Ghana. At these 
meetings, the NDC and NPP pledged to: 

 (1) disband vigilante groups operating for political purposes; 
 (2) prohibit the ownership, hiring, or utilisation of such groups by the political  
 parties or members thereof; and 
 (3) cooperate with state agencies and stakeholders in the total eradication of  
 such groups or incidents of vigilantism in the country. 

In order to consolidate previous interventions and gains, the NPC as part of its man-
date to harmonise, prevent, manage, resolve and to build sustainable peace in 
Ghana partnered with the United Nations Office for West Africa and Sahel 
(UNOWAS) and United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), Ghana, to orga-
nise two separate stakeholders’ dialogue ahead of the 7 December, 2020 election. 
The first stakeholders’ dialogue was held on 26 December, 2020 at Kumasi for the 
Southern Cluster which comprising (Ashanti, Bono, Bono East, Ahafo, Western, 
West North, Central, Eastern, and Greater Accra regions) and the second stakehold-
ers’ dialogue was held on 1 December, 2020 at Tamale for the Northern Cluster com-
prising (Northern, Upper East, Upper West, Savannah, North East, Volta, and Oti 
regions). 

The forum mobilised a cross-section of stakeholders to dialogue and build consen-
sus for peaceful and credible December 2020 election. Institutional representation 
for the dialogues were the Electoral Commission (EC), the Ghana Police Service 
(GPS), the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE), the Commission on 
Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ), the Judicial Service, the Govern-
ing Board members, Regional Executives and Staff of the National Peace Council, 
Political Parties, Traditional and Religious Organisations, Civil Society Organisations 
(CSOs), Ghana Journalists Association (GJA), Public and Private Media Houses, 
Women and Youth Groups, Academia, Trade Union Congress (TUC), Ghana Federa-
tion of Disability Organisation (GFD), Ghana Private Road Transport Union (GPRTU), 
Tertiary Education and Students’ Confederacy (TESCON), Tertiary Institution Net-
work (TEIN), and the Diplomatic Corps. 

This report focuses on the national stakeholders’ dialogue organised in Kumasi on 
26 November, 2020. The report is organised into three sections. Section one discuss-
es the background to the report, and contextual issues of electoral politics in Ghana. 
Section two deals with the opening ceremony of the dialogue and section three 
focuses on the panel, the dialogue, policy proposals, recommendations and conclu-
sion.

A BRIEF CONTEXT OF ELECTORAL POLITICS IN GHANA 
Ghana’s democratic process has stood the test of time since attainment of indepen-
dence from the colonial regime. Although the democratic political trajectory has 
seen intermittent military interjections, that of the Fourth Republic has been stable 
since its inauguration in 1992. The Fourth democratic regime has been resolute 
with seven (7) elections held and three (3) transfer of power from one political tradi-
tion to the other (2001, 2009, and 2017). The 7 December 2020 election marks the 
eighth election under the Fourth Republic. The seemingly unbroken process in the 
democratic trajectory is what has made Ghana tagged as ‘the beacon of democra-
cy’ and further touted as a bastion of democracy and peace in African.  

In spite of these enviable success, recurring violence characterise the electoral 
cycle.  Electoral violence is often instigated by political actors for their self-aggran-
dizement. Electoral violence is underpinned by political vigilantism. The phenome-
non of electoral violence which hitherto was confined to polling stations now dove-
tails into post–elections, transitions, and the period of governance. Election violence 
presents a threat to Ghana’s effort at consolidating its democracy. While the activi-
ties of political vigilantes promote the parochial interest of their political masters, 
their actions and inactions are counter-productive  and present a potential danger 
to Ghana’s democratic electoral gains.  

Even though pockets of violence occasioned by political vigilantism during election 
in Ghana may be comparatively less intense than many other countries in Africa, to 
ignore the incidents is also to ignore possible symptoms for potential explosion of 
violence latter.  The political vigilantes have become the source of riots and 
mayhem before, during and after general elections. This presents a daunting chal-
lenge to Ghana’s electoral process with far reaching consequence on peace, stabili-
ty, national cohesion and inclusive development. Ghana’s efforts to climb higher the 
ladder of democratic progress would be challenging if proactive measures are not 
taken to deal with the phenomenon of political vigilantism .

Several elections observers’ mission such as the European Union Elections Observ-
er Missions (EU-EOM), Africa Union Election Observation Mission (AUEOM), and the 
domestic election observation team such as the Coalition of Domestic Election 
Observers (CODEO) have consecutively described general elections in Ghana as 
free, fair and transparent. However, their observation reports have consistently out-
lined several challenges such as sporadic violence at some polling stations, unequal 
access to media, unaccountable financing during the campaign period, and abuse 
of state resources as factors that undermine Ghana’s credible election and demo-
cratic growth.  

In 2017, the Economic Intelligence Unit (EIU) index that measures the state of 
democracy in one hundred and sixty-seven (167) countries graded Ghana fifty-two 
(52) and classified it as a flawed democracy . The rating was attributed to several 
conditions including underdeveloped political culture, low levels of citizens partici-
pation in politics and governance, and sporadic election violence. Political vigilantes 
take the laws of the country into their own hands, forcibly eject officials of previous 
government from their apartments and physically assaulted them; harass some 
Metropolitan, Municipality and District Chief Executives (MMDCEs) who are not 
appointed from their camp, as well as seize public properties and assets in the cus-
tody of public officials. These acts have exacerbated the zero-sum politics otherwise 
known as the “winner-takes-all” system of governance which fuels polarization and 
undermine the nation’s drive towards democratic maturity.

Literature on political vigilantism underscore the need to enhance the integrity of 
the electoral process by educating and sensitising party supporters, and the gener-
al public about the threats political vigilantism pose to peace and security of 
citizens, communities and political party mobilisation. This requires a 
reasoned-solution from all stakeholders particularly, the political parties to encour-
age the perpetrators to eschew all negative acts that create needless tensions, ran-
cour, acrimony, intemperate language and impunity which threaten election secu-
rity and credibility .

The threats to election security in Ghana are heightened by the proliferation of 
some 2.3 million small arms in circulation in Ghana according to a 2014 survey by 
the National Commission on Small Arms and Light Weapons (NCSALW), Kofi Annan 
Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC), with funding from the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and the Government of Japan. 

In spite of these threats to election security, Ghana continues to earn a reputation 
as a democratic role model in the comity of nations. In 2020, the Institute for Eco-
nomics and Peace (IEP) through Global Peace Index (GPI) ranked Ghana as the 
most peaceful country in West Africa, 3rd in Africa and 43rd in the world; with 
Botswana as the 1st and Mauritius as the 2nd. A record it held in 2019 in West Africa, 
however 4th in Africa and 44th in the world with Iceland as the most peaceful 
country globally since 2008 . 

The wave of democracy in many developing countries has accounted for a new rela-
tionship between the citizens and the state in which the former are not docile abid-
ers of laws and policies passed by the latter, but are active participants in shaping 
governance processes including policy proposals. Again, countries have adopted 
constitutions and laws that prescribe basic fundamental human rights and free-

doms to citizens and institutions. In other words, citizens’ engagements with the 
political class and public institutions have moved from narrowly registering and 
voting in elections to more substantive accountability actions such as participating 
and contributing to policy discourse, community meetings and discourse, uphold-
ing the rule of law, media pluralism and freedom, and civil society think-tanking. 

Securing sustainable peaceful and incident-free election is a collective civic duty. 
Such responsibility when executed justly by all and sundry will undeniably aug-
ment the initiatives by the National Peace Council and its partners aimed at conflict 
prevention, resolution, management and peace building in Ghana. It must be 
stressed that the tranquil nature of the conduct of elections in Ghana has been the 
result, in part, of activities the National Peace Council and its partners have carried 
out at the national and sub-national levels. 

The lingering threats to peace, security and 7 December, 2020 election and the 
potential to blemish the Ghana’s enviable peaceful credentials in the global order, 
engaged the attention of the National Peace Council as the national peace institu-
tion to undertake series of community advocacies and campaigns including a 
national stakeholders dialogue in approximately 120 district and constituencies 
across Ghana ahead of the election. The engagements by National Peace Council 
were carried out to douse the potential tensions and threats that could undermine 
the peaceful conduct of the 7 December 2020 general election. 

THE OPENING CEREMONY
The opening ceremony began with a prayer which subsequently paved the way for 
statements from various speakers.

Statement by Speakers
The statements made by the various speakers are summarised below:

Rt Rev Christopher Nyarko Andam

The United Nations resident coor-
dinator in Ghana, Mr. Charles 
Abani, emphasised on the need to 
revitalise the global partnership 
for sustainable development 
(UN-SDG Goal 17). The essence 
according to Mr. Abani is to ensure 
that no citizen is left behind in the 
electoral processes. The consoli-
dation of Ghana’s democracy 
according to him is because it has 
built its institutions of democracy 

over the years culminating into maintaining, and conducting peaceful, transparent, 
and inclusive elections. These attributes are important to consolidating the gains 
made previous elections in Ghana. Peace, he, asserted does not come naturally, 
rather it must be built through working harder towards achieving it. Therefore, to 
sustain this enviable peace in the country, the United Nations pledges to support 
Ghana through the conduct of credible elections.

He cited examples of post-election violence and conflicts in the West Africa sub-re-
gion which should send a signal to Ghana to live above reproach. Elections are very 
important, but competitive, hence the appeal to ensure that, political parties con-
centrate on factors that will ensure that the process of sportsmanship are inclusive. 
Concluding his submission, he reminded Ghanaians to continue to observe the 
COVID-19 protocols as they go to the polls.

Nana Effah Apenteng, Omanhene 
of Bompata and former Ghanaian 
Diplomat to the United Nations 
represented the 16th Asantehene 
of the Ashanti Kingdom, Otumfuo 
Nana Osei Tutu II. Nana Effah 
Apenteng echoed that elections 
are indispensable to democracy. 
That, the conduct of any success-
ful election takes not only the 
effort of the Electoral Commission 
but of all stakeholders. He intimat-
ed that given the experience of 
Ghana in conducting elections over the years, citizens must show maturity 
throughout the electoral process, which is before, during and after the election. The 
peace Ghana is enjoying should not be taken for granted and that all and sundry 
must work towards consolidating it.

Nana Effah Apenteng, Omanhene of Bompata
and Former Ghanaian Diplomatic to the UN
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age the perpetrators to eschew all negative acts that create needless tensions, ran-
cour, acrimony, intemperate language and impunity which threaten election secu-
rity and credibility .
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some 2.3 million small arms in circulation in Ghana according to a 2014 survey by 
the National Commission on Small Arms and Light Weapons (NCSALW), Kofi Annan 
Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC), with funding from the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and the Government of Japan. 

In spite of these threats to election security, Ghana continues to earn a reputation 
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most peaceful country in West Africa, 3rd in Africa and 43rd in the world; with 
Botswana as the 1st and Mauritius as the 2nd. A record it held in 2019 in West Africa, 
however 4th in Africa and 44th in the world with Iceland as the most peaceful 
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The wave of democracy in many developing countries has accounted for a new rela-
tionship between the citizens and the state in which the former are not docile abid-
ers of laws and policies passed by the latter, but are active participants in shaping 
governance processes including policy proposals. Again, countries have adopted 
constitutions and laws that prescribe basic fundamental human rights and free-
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political class and public institutions have moved from narrowly registering and 
voting in elections to more substantive accountability actions such as participating 
and contributing to policy discourse, community meetings and discourse, uphold-
ing the rule of law, media pluralism and freedom, and civil society think-tanking. 

Securing sustainable peaceful and incident-free election is a collective civic duty. 
Such responsibility when executed justly by all and sundry will undeniably aug-
ment the initiatives by the National Peace Council and its partners aimed at conflict 
prevention, resolution, management and peace building in Ghana. It must be 
stressed that the tranquil nature of the conduct of elections in Ghana has been the 
result, in part, of activities the National Peace Council and its partners have carried 
out at the national and sub-national levels. 

The lingering threats to peace, security and 7 December, 2020 election and the 
potential to blemish the Ghana’s enviable peaceful credentials in the global order, 
engaged the attention of the National Peace Council as the national peace institu-
tion to undertake series of community advocacies and campaigns including a 
national stakeholders dialogue in approximately 120 district and constituencies 
across Ghana ahead of the election. The engagements by National Peace Council 
were carried out to douse the potential tensions and threats that could undermine 
the peaceful conduct of the 7 December 2020 general election. 

THE OPENING CEREMONY
The opening ceremony began with a prayer which subsequently paved the way for 
statements from various speakers.

Statement by Speakers
The statements made by the various speakers are summarised below:

Rt Rev Christopher Nyarko Andam

The resident representative of 
ECOWAS in Ghana, Ambassador 
Baba Gana Wakil gave insight into 
the practical intervention needed 
to ensure that Ghana remained 
peaceful before, during and post 7 
December election. He indicated 
that ECOWAS has deployed about 
hundred observers from fifteen 
member states to monitor the 
elections as part of the protocols 
of good governance and democ-
racy. Ambassador Wakil appealed to political elites to be measured in their utter-
ances so as not to incite violence among the citizenry in order for Ghana to keep the 
much-needed peace. It was therefore essential that politicians moderate the 
behaviour of their supporters by avoiding intemperate language, incitement and 
innuendos as well as the youth, whom through technology have access to all kinds 
of information due to lack of effective regulation of the cyber space.

Ambassador Baba Gana Wakil, 
Resident Representativeof ECOWAS in Ghana

His Excellency, Dr. Mohammed 
Ibn Chambas, the guest speaker 
of the stakeholders’ dialogue 
started his speech by paying con-
dolences to the family of the late 
ex–president of Ghana, Ft. Lt. Jerry 
John Rawlings. His Excellency 
stated that the dialogue was 
opportunity for consultation and 
constructive exchanges among 
stakeholders, which is an integral 
aspect of the United Nations—Na-
tional Peace Council partnership 
in pursuit of peaceful elections in Ghana.

He alluded that the stakeholders’ dialogue meant to complement ongoing strate-

His Excellency, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas,
Special Representative of the Secretary–General 
and Head of the UN Office for West Africa and Sahel

gic engagement by mobilising actors at the regional level to commit to peaceful 
election, enhance vigilance, strengthen mutual trust and confidence, and ensure 
that any election-related disputes are resolved with utmost compliance with the 
rule of law and due process.

The guest speaker highlighted the dangers of proliferation of small arms to the 
peace and security of Ghana and intimated the need especially at the regional level 
to join the campaign and mitigate the potential threat of small arms to election 
security in Ghana. He did not lose sight of some of the clear signals that were 
poignant threats to Ghana’s 8th General Election. He gave an example of a project 
launched by the UNDP in collaboration with the Commission on Small Arms and 
Light Weapons (NCSALW) with the hashtag #Ballots NOT Bullets, where the Com-
mission has made known of several proliferation of small arms and light weapons in 
Ghana, describing it as ‘’a real threat to Ghana’s peace and stability’’.

 Additionally, he noted that inspite of the passage of the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, (Act 999) in 2019 and the National Peace Council Roadmap and Code 
of Conduct to end political vigilantism, the phenomenon lingers on in Ghana’s elec-
toral chain, and therefore more needed to be done towards eliminating vigilantism 
in Ghana’s body politics. 

Again, Dr. Chambas emphasised the need to openly discuss the role of women, 
youth, and persons with disabilities in politics and governance through exploring 
ways of increasing their participation in the electoral chain within an environment 
that is respectful of human rights and the rule of law.

In concluding, His Excellency, Dr. Mohammed ibn Chambas, stated that the UN in 
collaboration with ECOWAS, has undertaken series of pre–election consultations 
with various stakeholders as a way of consolidating Ghana’s reputation as a beacon 
of democracy in West Africa region and the Sahel in line with ECOWAS principles of 
democracy and good governance.
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NATIONAL PEACE
COUNCIL

SECTION 3

PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 

about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 

PANELISTS

about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 

about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 

about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 

about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 

about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 

about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 

about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 

about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 

about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 
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about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.

Dr Mohammed Ibn Chambas     UNOWAS          Male

Myra Togebo UNOWAS
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 
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about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 
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about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.

Nana Kojo Impraim
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 
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about the electoral processes, with the view that the Electoral Management Body 
and others responsible will hear from the people. Such platforms create transpar-
ency and enhances public access to information. 

Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The opening statements were followed by panel discussions on topical issues relat-
ed to the 7 December 2020 election. Summaries of discussions are presented 
below:

A. Presentations by Panelists

Theme One: Organising Peaceful, Transparent and Credible Elections in Ghana:   
Update and Challenges

Three institutions; the Electoral Commission represented by Mr. Benjamin Ban-
nor–Bio, National Peace Council represented by Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, and 

the National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) represented by Mr. Wilson 
Arthur engaged in discussions on the above theme.

Mr. Bannor–Bio representing Electoral Commission, spoke on the Commission’s 
preparedness towards the organisation of the 7 December 2020 election. He enu-
merated various measures undertaken by the Commission to achieve this task. 
Some of these measures included training of officials who will be involved in the 
electoral process; polling stations divided into segments to ease congestion at poll-
ing stations on election day; receipt of functioning Biometric Voter Devices (BVDs); 
and electoral materials ready for dispatch. Mr. Bannor–Bio admonished political 
party agents to ensure that they append their signatures to the collated sheets and 
in agreement before results are declared by the Presiding Officer. Also, he gave 
assurance to the electorate about EC’s commitment, and durability of equipment 
to deliver credible election that will reflect the will of Ghanaians on 7 December, 
2020.

The representative of NCCE Mr. Arthur pointed out the diversity and dignity of Gha-
naians as enshrined in 1992 constitution, and instructively stated that the citizenry 
must uphold the constitution. Mr. Arthur observed some traces of hate speech, 
inflammatory language, and unsubstantiated allegation that characterised and 
heightened tension and violence in the previous election gaining roots in the politi-
cal discourse towards 7 December 2020 election. 

Further, he reminded political parties to adhere to the Parties’ Code of Conduct on 
elections and abreast themselves particularly with the Vigilantism and Related 
Offences Act, 2019 (Act 999) as a breach of the law constitute impunity to credible 
election. Mr. Arthur concluded by admonishing the citizenry to cherish the peace 
being enjoyed in the country and must further work towards maintaining it as the 
foundation of economic growth and public safety. He remarked ‘’peace is like the air 
we breathe without it we cannot live; therefore, it behooves all Ghanaians to work 
towards maintaining the peace and the stability of Ghana’’.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Salih, a board member of the National Peace Council, 
underscored Ghana’s ability to hold credible and peaceful election as essential 
reason why the country has been touted as a stable democracy. Again, the ability of 
the losing party to petition the court for adjudication of electoral dispute is com-
mendable. Further, he attributed Ghana’s success story to the improvement in both 
internal and external electoral process by the Election Management. Maulvi Bin 
Salih however, did not lose sight of the many incidents of reported violence that 
characterize the electioneering processes; particularly of mention was the 2019 
Ayawaso West Wuogon constituency by-election violence.

Maulvi Mohammed Bin Saleh bemoaned why the two major political parties 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) and New Patriotic Party (NPP) have signed 

the Code of Conduct for the eradication of political vigilantism yet, party executives 
both at the regional and constituency levels have little knowledge about what their 
parties have ratified. This, he was of the view that information had not been dissem-
inated effectively by all stakeholders to the lower echelons of the party structures, 
thereby raising potential challenge and concern to peaceful conduct of election on 
7 December, 2020. 

He reiterated how over the years Ghanaians have committed themselves to taking 
painstaking measures to delivering transparent elections. The creation of Inter–Par-
ty Advisory Committee (IPAC), the adoption and use of Biometric System to deal 
with electoral fraud, and the use of transparent ballot boxes were some of the mea-
sures he alluded to in delivering credible elections in Ghana. However, he observed 
that these reforms are challenged by low level of public education and knowledge 
by the citizens. He concluded by recapping how far Ghana has come in organising 
credible elections and made a rallying call to all Ghanaians to be on board towards 
holding peaceful, transparent, and credible election on 7 December, 2020. “Trans-
parency and security are key ingredients for credible election and the declaration 
od results must reflect the true will of the people”, he concluded.

Theme Two: Ensuring a Secured Electoral Environment: The Role of the Ghana 
Police Service

The representative of the Ghana Police Service DSP Regional Mintah of the Ashanti 
Regional Police Command gave an emphatic assurance of the readiness of the 
Inspector General of Police and his team to ensure peaceful polls on 7 December, 
2020. She disclosed that each polling station will be assigned to a security officer 
who will be in his/her official police uniform with a name tag on it for easy identifi-
cation, while the patrol team will move around and assist when violence emerge 
during the period. DSP Mintah asked political parties to work with the security 
agencies to ensure a smooth electoral process on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Three: Promoting Peace and Credible Election: Perspectives of the Politi-
cal Parties

The various political parties represented at the dialogues made submission on the 
topic. The representative of the Convention Peoples’ Party (CPP), Mr. Gallo made a 
firm commitment of the party towards peaceful election and called on the other 
parties to do same. He noted that the youth of CPP were ready to demonstrate 
good conduct to advance the testimony of a peaceful election in Ghana.

The representative of the Peoples National Convention (PNC) assured the delega-
tion of the party’s flagbearer Mr. David Apasera and supporters’ commitment to 
peaceful election which was a cardinal principle of the party. Further, he pledged 

the party’s support to the National Peace Council to achieving the agenda for 
peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

On the part of the largest opposition party, NDC, even though, they committed to a 
peaceful election, was not without concerns raised. The speaker Mr. Samuel 
Sarpong touched on the Emile Short Commission Report on Ayawaso West 
Wuogon Bye–election and indicated there cannot be peace without justice if the 
recommendations in the report were implemented. The party further intimated 
that military presence at polling stations were not required as that would intimi-
date voters. NDC implored on all political parties to respect the peace document 
signed ahead of the elections.

The Progressive Peoples’ Party commended the National Peace Council for organiz-
ing the  national stakeholders dialogue and pledged to peace ahead of the Decem-
ber 2020 general election. Finally, NPP representative Mr. Edward Boateng, Ghana’s 
Ambassador to China was brief, and stated unequivocally that the NPP was com-
mitted to peaceful election on 7 December, 2020.

Theme Four: Advancing Peace through Culture, Tradition and Religion

The Most Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante, former Board Chairperson of the National 
Peace Council discussing the topic supported the view of the apparent breakdown 
in the family structure. This has contributed to the decline in ethics and morality in 
the country. He called on chiefs and parents to question how children socialise 
these days because the children are acquiring utterances that reflect the prevailing 
political discourse in the country. 

Prof. Asante outlined some incidents over the past few months which in his estima-
tion were recipe for disaster if Ghanaians did not work harder towards peaceful 
co-existence. Incidences around the compilation of the New Voters Register which 
in a few cases, resulted in some deaths strengthen his resolve of the possibility of 
post-election violence if critical attention was not paid to such lingering issues 
before the election. In all these, he pointed out that tolerance and strength in diver-
sity should be the way to navigate through these issues.

Most. Rev. Prof. Emmanuel Asante suggested the following as a way of sanitizing 
the political climate in the country. That people who insults their way into the politi-
cal space should be voted against, retaliation must not be part of the methods for 
peaceful resolution of conflict, and political actors must be reminded constantly 
that they belong to the people and must give peace a chance so they can rule the 
people who vote them into office in peace.

Theme Five: Respect for Human Rights During Election Process: The Role of 
CHRAJ

The Director of Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) 
for Ashanti Region, Madam Cynthia Martinson accentuated the immense role of 
the Commission in the country. The Director echoed the Commission’s constitu-
tional mandated which are in three folds namely, human rights, administrative 
justice, and anti-corruption. Madam Cynthia Martinson discoursed that the offices 
of CHRAJ were open and accessible to every citizen and encouraged them to make 
use of the Whistle Blowers Act, 2006 (Act 720) to report corrupt cases to their 
offices.

Theme Six: Promoting the Participation of Women in the Electoral Process

Mrs. Joana Adzoa Opare, a board member of the National Peace Council noted that 
violence is a threat to the integrity of the electoral process and undermines inclu-
sive governance. She bewails why women were in the majority in terms of the coun-
try’s population dynamics yet, were not well represented in the political machinery 
of the country. Mrs. Opare argued that women have the clout and are better 
disseminators of information traditionally, the reason for which they can be used to 
curtail violence in the country’s body politics. She ended her submission by stating 
one of the effective ways to tackle violence is by preventing; that women should be 
at the fore front since they have a history of working towards conflict prevention.

Theme Seven: Promoting Peaceful Elections: The Role of CSOs and the Media

A Senior Research Fellow of Institute of Democratic Governance (IDEG), Mr. Kwasi 
Jonah enjoined all political parties sign a Peace Pact before the 7 December 2020 
election. He pointed out similar Peace Pacts signed by the political parties in 2012 
and 2016. Mr. Jonah further indicated that IDEG was collaborating with other stake-
holders including National Peace Council, Office of the National Chief Imam and 
National House of Chief to promote peace before, during and after 7 December 
2020 polls through technical work on the Presidential Election Peace Pact, Ghana 
Speaks Series, the Election Situation Room (ESR) observation and analysis to track 
the election real time.

Speaking on the role of the media in promoting peace, Mr. Affail Monney, the presi-
dent of the Ghana Journalists Association expressed gratitude to the National 
Peace Council and its partners for organising the stakeholder’s forum which he was 
optimistic will put Ghana firmly on the path of democratic ascendency. Mr. Monney 
recounted how in 2008 and 2012 elections; Ghana came close to political instability. 
He noted, “in the run-up to the 2008 elections, the then Defense Minister in the 
Kufuor Administration, Dr. Kwame Addo Kufuor entered the Ghana Broadcasting 
Corporation with a group of well-armed and well-muscled soldiers. His mission was 
not to stage a coup but to make a plea. And the passionate plea he made in an 

urgent broadcast arranged was for Ghana not to slide into war”. 

He recorded that during period; the nation was wobbling and teetering on the 
brink of a disaster of unthinkable proportions fueled by an incredible level of media 
recklessness. Without any sense of restraint, twinge of guilt or prick of conscience, 
certain media outlets affiliated to the two main parties traded hate speech and 
invited violent conduct. One of them brazenly incited supporters of its darling politi-
cal party to take machetes and attack their opponents. He bemoaned why without 
any sense of restraint, certain media outlets affiliated to the two main opposition 
parties NDC and NPP traded hate speech and violent conduct. 

In 2012, high prospects for media induced violence again characterized the election. 
In the midst of high voltage tensions fueled by the two dominant parties, I picked 
up a desperate call from Cardinal Appiah Turkson who requested for airtime on 
Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC Radio where I used to work as Director. We 
acted with urgent promptitude and his message of peace was made with utmost 
magnitude. Soon after that, Archbishop Palmer-Buckle also called. He said “gentle-
man, something terrible is about to happen and we need to act now. Permit me to 
share my urgent peace message to the nation”. Permission was granted and the 
message was delivered. The early results were enveloped in controversy and adjudi-
cated at the Supreme Court for eight solid months. “Eventually, the redemptive 
benevolence of God was at hand and peace was secured’’

With some few days to the 2016 election, Dr. Mohammed Ibn Chambas was 
prompted to address editors and senior journalists twice at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in response to the perilous circumstances in which we found our-
selves. A few days later, the Commonwealth Observer Group, led by former Presi-
dent Thabo Mbeki of South Africa invited me to a meeting. Pockets of media reck-
lessness were evident and were captured pointedly in the words of Thabo Mbeki 
“the media was a major threat to national security and democratic stability in 
Ghana”.

This notwithstanding, the media showcased the best electoral journalism in history 
in 2016. He noted that the spectacular media performance in 2016 does not dimin-
ish the threats they can pose to election security, stability of communities and the 
damage they can inflict on Ghana’s democracy.  Mr. Monney indicated that at the 
root of all this recklessness was the ownership structure of the media. Ownership 
confers power which explains why certain politicians who have acquired media out-
lets breezily misuse such power by engaging in hate speech and violent rhetoric 
which invariably pollute the media landscape. Nothing hinders them to dictate 
content and pollute the media ecosystem. He cited a classic example of a media 
owner who refused to retract a slanderous accusation he had made against some-
one on another station. He angrily walked out of the studio and drove to his own 

station where he has unfettered access and absolute freedom to spew whatever he 
likes’’. 

In concluding, the GJA president outlined the following points which is worthy to 
note:

 Ghana as a nation must take a hard and long look at the ownership structure  
 of the media soon after the 7 December 2020 election. 

 Journalists must be bold and courageous to speak truth to power. 
 The GJA urges journalists to display tough, uncompromising, and 
 professionally righteous streak in dealing with all election-related issues.
 For the sake of peace, journalists, particularly editors, producers and 
 programme hosts must sharpen their gate keeping instincts and block any  
 insidious material or hostile communication which can trigger violence.   
 Once violence starts, no one can tell when it will end and the harm it can  
 cause. Prudence dictates to us that we do not start it at all.

 In line with the peace efforts, the media must make deliberate and tenacious  
 efforts to tilt their stories, design their programmes and shape their 
 discussions in non-violent ways. In other words, maintenance of peace   
 should be pre-eminent in all journalistic endeavours

 Peace is the ultimate of life.  And peace must be our ultimate goal, regardless  
 of what it takes or who wins the election. A Malian proverb has it that no one  
 finger can wash the face. Contextually, not a single political party, institution  
 or individual can have the priceless gift of peace. It is the sacred of all. 

B.  The Dialogue Session
Participants were generally impressed with the NPC’s role in promoting peace in 
Ghana. Some of the key concerns expressed at the dialogue are as follows:

 More education was required to ensure that the stakeholders complement  
 each other’s effort in achieving the ultimate goal of peaceful election.

 The media must be made an integral part of such national dialogues, 
 especially the conceptualizations stages, so that they can own the processes  
 and deliver.

 Traditional authorities and the religious leaders must be deeply involved in  
 Ghana’s peace campaign because they represent the fundamentals of the  
 Ghanaian society and the people listen to their Chiefs and believe in their  
 spiritual advisors.

 The opposition parties, especially the largest opposition party NDC has a lot  
 of grievances and complaints and the credibility of the 7 December 2020  

 election. Therefore, responsible institutions and authorities must give them a  
 hearing to guarantee peace. The very fact that the party in opposition, 
 technically puts them at a second fiddle in the game. Which is why 
 transparency and inclusiveness must stand tall agenda in discussing peace  
 in Ghana.

 The women, youth, persons with disabilities and the aged cannot be ignored.  
 Women are in the majority in terms of population. Besides, the youth are  
 unfortunately used by the politicians to foment trouble and election violence  
 which all stakeholders must pay attention to in finding solutions such as
 tackling youth unemployment through a robust policy.

 Participants recognised the need for each and every one to propagate peace  
 within their neighborhoods, because maintaining peace is not the 
 responsibility of the National Peace Council and its partners alone.
 The stakeholders recounted the importance of avoiding intemperate   
 language during electioneering in order to preserve the culture of respect in  
 the society.

RECOMMENDATION 
The National Stakeholders’ Dialogue offered opportunity to the participants to raise 
pertinent issues on ensuring peaceful and credible elections. Among the major 
issues raised were as follows:

 Funding mechanism for such dialogues and engagements to promoting  
 peaceful election and co-existence must be sustained. The dialogue should  
 be decentralized to the constituencies to order to reach out to more citizens.  
 It should not only be activated during the election year.

 National Peace Council should collaborate with media persons to create  
 Focal Persons for Peace who will serve as ambassadors to maintain and 
 sustain the peace conversation before, during after a general election.

CONCLUSION 
It was clear at the forum that for Ghana to maintain the peace, collaboration and 
working in tandem with the various entities and stakeholders for peaceful election 
is critical to achieving the required dividend. That, a continuous Consultative mech-
anism of some sort must be in place all-year-round to sustain the peace dialogues, 
not only during election years.

Creating a platform served as an outlet for aggrieved persons to ask questions 
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Next stakeholder engagement should be held earlier to allow for the reports to be 
distributed among partners to facilitate implementation of recommendations 
ahead of the election. Nonetheless, the report must be shared widely to inform 
future elections.
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